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I

Allen Ginsberg’s famous poem on Moloch:

What sphinx of cement and aluminum bashed open their

skulls and ate up their brains and imagination?

Moloch! Solitude! Filth! Ugliness! Ashcans and unobtainable

dollars! Children screaming under the stairways! Boys sob-

bing in armies! Old men weeping in the parks!

Moloch! Moloch! Nightmare of Moloch! Moloch the loveless!

Mental Moloch! Moloch the heavy judger of men!

Moloch the incomprehensible prison! Moloch the crossbone

soulless jailhouse and Congress of sorrows! Moloch whose

buildings are judgment! Moloch the vast stone of war!

Moloch the stunned governments!
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Moloch whose mind is pure machinery! Moloch whose blood

is running money! Moloch whose fingers are ten armies!

Moloch whose breast is a cannibal dynamo! Moloch whose

ear is a smoking tomb!

Moloch whose eyes are a thousand blind windows! Moloch

whose skyscrapers stand in the long streets like endless Je-

hovahs! Moloch whose factories dream and croak in the fog!

Moloch whose smoke-stacks and antennae crown the cities!

Moloch whose love is endless oil and stone! Moloch whose

soul is electricity and banks! Moloch whose poverty is the

specter of genius! Moloch whose fate is a cloud of sexless

hydrogen! Moloch whose name is the Mind!

Moloch in whom I sit lonely! Moloch in whom I dream Angels!

Crazy in Moloch! Cocksucker in Moloch! Lacklove and man-

less in Moloch!

Moloch who entered my soul early! Moloch in whom I am a

consciousness without a body! Moloch who frightened me

out of my natural ecstasy! Moloch whom I abandon! Wake up

in Moloch! Light streaming out of the sky!

Moloch! Moloch! Robot apartments! invisible suburbs! skele-

ton treasuries! blind capitals! demonic industries! spectral

nations! invincible madhouses! granite cocks! monstrous

bombs!



They broke their backs lifting Moloch to Heaven! Pavements,

trees, radios, tons! lifting the city to Heaven which exists

and is everywhere about us!

Visions! omens! hallucinations! miracles! ecstasies! gone

down the American river!

Dreams! adorations! illuminations! religions! the whole boat-

load of sensitive bullshit!

Breakthroughs! over the river! flips and crucifixions! gone

down the flood! Highs! Epiphanies! Despairs! Ten years’ ani-

mal screams and suicides! Minds! New loves! Mad genera-

tion! down on the rocks of Time!

Real holy laughter in the river! They saw it all! the wild eyes!

the holy yells! They bade farewell! They jumped off the roof!

to solitude! waving! carrying flowers! Down to the river! into

the street!

What’s always impressed me about this poem is its conception of

civilization as an individual entity. You can almost see him, with his

fingers of armies and his skyscraper-window eyes.

A lot of the commentators say Moloch represents capitalism. This

is definitely a piece of it, even a big piece. But it doesn’t quite fit.

Capitalism, whose fate is a cloud of sexless hydrogen? Capitalism

in whom I am a consciousness without a body? Capitalism, there-

fore granite cocks?



Moloch is introduced as the answer to a question – C. S. Lewis’

question in Hierarchy Of Philosophers – what does it? Earth could

be fair, and all men glad and wise. Instead we have prisons,

smokestacks, asylums. What sphinx of cement and aluminum

breaks open their skulls and eats up their imagination?

And Ginsberg answers: Moloch does it. There’s a passage in the

Principia Discordia where Malaclypse complains to the Goddess

about the evils of human society. “Everyone is hurting each other,

the planet is rampant with injustices, whole societies plunder

groups of their own people, mothers imprison sons, children perish

while brothers war.”

The Goddess answers: “What is the matter with that, if it’s what

you want to do?”

Malaclypse: “But nobody wants it! Everybody hates it!”

Goddess: “Oh. Well, then stop.”

The implicit question is – if everyone hates the current system,

who perpetuates it? And Ginsberg answers: “Moloch”. It’s powerful

not because it’s correct – nobody literally thinks an ancient

Carthaginian demon causes everything – but because thinking of

the system as an agent throws into relief the degree to which the

system isn’t an agent.

Bostrom makes an offhanded reference of the possibility of a dic-

tatorless dystopia, one that every single citizen including the lead-
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ership hates but which nevertheless endures unconquered. It’s

easy enough to imagine such a state. Imagine a country with two

rules: first, every person must spend eight hours a day giving

themselves strong electric shocks. Second, if anyone fails to follow

a rule (including this one), or speaks out against it, or fails to en-

force it, all citizens must unite to kill that person. Suppose these

rules were well-enough established by tradition that everyone ex-

pected them to be enforced.

So you shock yourself for eight hours a day, because you know if

you don’t everyone else will kill you, because if they don’t, every-

one else will kill them, and so on. Every single citizen hates the

system, but for lack of a good coordination mechanism it endures.

From a god’s-eye-view, we can optimize the system to “everyone

agrees to stop doing this at once”, but no one within the system is

able to effect the transition without great risk to themselves.

And okay, this example is kind of contrived. So let’s run through –

let’s say ten – real world examples of similar multipolar traps to re-

ally hammer in how important this is.

1. The Prisoner’s Dilemma, as played by two very dumb libertari-

ans who keep ending up on defect-defect. There’s a much better

outcome available if they could figure out the coordination, but co-

ordination is hard. From a god’s-eye-view, we can agree that cooper-

ate-cooperate is a better outcome than defect-defect, but neither

prisoner within the system can make it happen.



2. Dollar auctions. I wrote about this and even more convoluted

versions of the same principle in Game Theory As A Dark Art. Us-

ing some weird auction rules, you can take advantage of poor coor-

dination to make someone pay $10 for a one dollar bill. From a

god’s-eye-view, clearly people should not pay $10 for a on-er. From

within the system, each individual step taken might be rational.

(Ashcans and unobtainable dollars!)

3. The fish farming story from my Non-Libertarian FAQ 2.0:

As a thought experiment, let’s consider aquaculture (fish

farming) in a lake. Imagine a lake with a thousand identical

fish farms owned by a thousand competing companies. Each

fish farm earns a profit of $1000/month. For a while, all is

well.

But each fish farm produces waste, which fouls the water in

the lake. Let’s say each fish farm produces enough pollution

to lower productivity in the lake by $1/month.

A thousand fish farms produce enough waste to lower pro-

ductivity by $1000/month, meaning none of the fish farms

are making any money. Capitalism to the rescue: someone

invents a complex filtering system that removes waste prod-

ucts. It costs $300/month to operate. All fish farms volun-

tarily install it, the pollution ends, and the fish farms are

now making a profit of $700/month – still a respectable

sum.
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But one farmer (let’s call him Steve) gets tired of spending

the money to operate his filter. Now one fish farm worth of

waste is polluting the lake, lowering productivity by $1. Steve

earns $999 profit, and everyone else earns $699 profit.

Everyone else sees Steve is much more profitable than they

are, because he’s not spending the maintenance costs on

his filter. They disconnect their filters too.

Once four hundred people disconnect their filters, Steve is

earning $600/month – less than he would be if he and

everyone else had kept their filters on! And the poor virtuous

filter users are only making $300. Steve goes around to

everyone, saying “Wait! We all need to make a voluntary pact

to use filters! Otherwise, everyone’s productivity goes down.”

Everyone agrees with him, and they all sign the Filter Pact,

except one person who is sort of a jerk. Let’s call him Mike.

Now everyone is back using filters again, except Mike. Mike

earns $999/month, and everyone else earns $699/month.

Slowly, people start thinking they too should be getting big

bucks like Mike, and disconnect their filter for $300 extra

profit…

A self-interested person never has any incentive to use a fil-

ter. A self-interested person has some incentive to sign a

pact to make everyone use a filter, but in many cases has a

stronger incentive to wait for everyone else to sign such a



pact but opt out himself. This can lead to an undesirable

equilibrium in which no one will sign such a pact.

The more I think about it, the more I feel like this is the core of my

objection to libertarianism, and that Non-Libertarian FAQ 3.0 will

just be this one example copy-pasted two hundred times. From a

god’s-eye-view, we can say that polluting the lake leads to bad con-

sequences. From within the system, no individual can prevent the

lake from being polluted, and buying a filter might not be such a

good idea.

4. The Malthusian trap, at least at its extremely pure theoretical

limits. Suppose you are one of the first rats introduced onto a pris-

tine island. It is full of yummy plants and you live an idyllic life

lounging about, eating, and composing great works of art (you’re

one of those rats from The Rats of NIMH).

You live a long life, mate, and have a dozen children. All of them

have a dozen children, and so on. In a couple generations, the is-

land has ten thousand rats and has reached its carrying capacity.

Now there’s not enough food and space to go around, and a cer-

tain percent of each new generation dies in order to keep the popu-

lation steady at ten thousand.

A certain sect of rats abandons art in order to devote more of their

time to scrounging for survival. Each generation, a bit less of this

sect dies than members of the mainstream, until after a while, no

rat composes any art at all, and any sect of rats who try to bring it

back will go extinct within a few generations.
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In fact, it’s not just art. Any sect at all that is leaner, meaner, and

more survivalist than the mainstream will eventually take over. If

one sect of rats altruistically decides to limit its offspring to two

per couple in order to decrease overpopulation, that sect will die

out, swarmed out of existence by its more numerous enemies. If

one sect of rats starts practicing cannibalism, and finds it gives

them an advantage over their fellows, it will eventually take over

and reach fixation.

If some rat scientists predict that depletion of the island’s nut

stores is accelerating at a dangerous rate and they will soon be ex-

hausted completely, a few sects of rats might try to limit their nut

consumption to a sustainable level. Those rats will be outcompet-

ed by their more selfish cousins. Eventually the nuts will be ex-

hausted, most of the rats will die off, and the cycle will begin

again. Any sect of rats advocating some action to stop the cycle

will be outcompeted by their cousins for whom advocating anything

is a waste of time that could be used to compete and consume.

For a bunch of reasons evolution is not quite as Malthusian as the

ideal case, but it provides the prototype example we can apply to

other things to see the underlying mechanism. From a god’s-eye-

view, it’s easy to say the rats should maintain a comfortably low

population. From within the system, each individual rat will follow

its genetic imperative and the island will end up in an endless

boom-bust cycle.

5. Capitalism. Imagine a capitalist in a cutthroat industry. He em-

ploys workers in a sweatshop to sew garments, which he sells at

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Population_cycle


minimal profit. Maybe he would like to pay his workers more, or

give them nicer working conditions. But he can’t, because that

would raise the price of his products and he would be outcompet-

ed by his cheaper rivals and go bankrupt. Maybe many of his rivals

are nice people who would like to pay their workers more, but un-

less they have some kind of ironclad guarantee that none of them

are going to defect by undercutting their prices they can’t do it.

Like the rats, who gradually lose all values except sheer competi-

tion, so companies in an economic environment of sufficiently in-

tense competition are forced to abandon all values except optimiz-

ing-for-profit or else be outcompeted by companies that optimized

for profit better and so can sell the same service at a lower price.

(I’m not really sure how widely people appreciate the value of

analogizing capitalism to evolution. Fit companies – defined as

those that make the customer want to buy from them – survive, ex-

pand, and inspire future efforts, and unfit companies – defined as

those no one wants to buy from – go bankrupt and die out along

with their company DNA. The reasons Nature is red and tooth and

claw are the same reasons the market is ruthless and exploitative)

From a god’s-eye-view, we can contrive a friendly industry where

every company pays its workers a living wage. From within the sys-

tem, there’s no way to enact it. (Moloch whose love is endless oil

and stone! Moloch whose blood is running money!)

6. The Two-Income Trap, as recently discussed on this blog. It the-

orized that sufficiently intense competition for suburban houses in

http://www.businessinsider.com/what-is-your-company-dna-2011-2
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good school districts meant that people had to throw away lots of

other values – time at home with their children, financial security –

to optimize for house-buying-ability or else be consigned to the

ghetto.

From a god’s-eye-view, if everyone agrees not to take on a second

job to help win their competition for nice houses, then everyone

will get exactly as nice a house as they did before, but only have to

work one job. From within the system, absent a government literal-

ly willing to ban second jobs, everyone who doesn’t get one will be

left behind. (Robot apartments! Invisible suburbs!)

7. Agriculture. Jared Diamond calls it the worst mistake in human

history. Whether or not it was a mistake, it wasn’t an accident –

agricultural civilizations simply outcompeted nomadic ones, in-

evitably and irresistably. Classic Malthusian trap. Maybe hunting-

gathering was more enjoyable, higher life expectancy, and more

conducive to human flourishing – but in a state of sufficiently in-

tense competition between peoples, in which agriculture with all its

disease and oppression and pestilence was the more competitive

option, everyone will end up agriculturalists or go the way of the

Comanche Indians.

From a god’s-eye-view, it’s easy to see everyone should keep the

more enjoyable option and stay hunter-gatherers. From within the

system, each individual tribe only faces the choice of going agricul-

tural or inevitably dying.

http://discovermagazine.com/1987/may/02-the-worst-mistake-in-the-history-of-the-human-race
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8. Arms races. Large countries can spend anywhere from 5% to

30% of their budget on defense. In the absence of war – a condi-

tion which has mostly held for the past fifty years – all this does is

sap money away from infrastructure, health, education, or econom-

ic growth. But any country that fails to spend enough money on de-

fense risks being invaded by a neighboring country that did. There-

fore, almost all countries try to spend some money on defense.

From a god’s-eye-view, the best solution is world peace and no

country having an army at all. From within the system, no country

can unilaterally enforce that, so their best option is to keep on

throwing their money into missiles that lie in silos unused. (Moloch

the vast stone of war! Moloch whose fingers are ten armies!)

9. Cancer. The human body is supposed to be made up of cells liv-

ing harmoniously and pooling their resources for the greater good

of the organism. If a cell defects from this equilibrium by investing

its resources into copying itself, it and its descendants will flour-

ish, eventually outcompeting all the other cells and taking over the

body – at which point it dies. Or the situation may repeat, with cer-

tain cancer cells defecting against the rest of the tumor, thus slow-

ing down its growth and causing the tumor to stagnate.

From a god’s-eye-view, the best solution is all cells cooperating so

that they don’t all die. From within the system, cancerous cells will

proliferate and outcompete the other – so that only the existence

of the immune system keeps the natural incentive to turn cancer-

ous in check.



10. The “race to the bottom” describes a political situation where

some jurisdictions lure businesses by promising lower taxes and

fewer regulations. The end result is that either everyone optimizes

for competitiveness – by having minimal tax rates and regulations

– or they lose all of their business, revenue, and jobs to people

who did (at which point they are pushed out and replaced by a gov-

ernment who will be more compliant).

⁂

But even though the last one has stolen the name, all these sce-

narios are in fact a race to the bottom. Once one agent learns how

to become more competitive by sacrificing a common value, all its

competitors must also sacrifice that value or be outcompeted and

replaced by the less scrupulous. Therefore, the system is likely to

end up with everyone once again equally competitive, but the sacri-

ficed value is gone forever. From a god’s-eye-view, the competitors

know they will all be worse off if they defect, but from within the

system, given insufficient coordination it’s impossible to avoid.

Before we go on, there’s a slightly different form of multi-agent trap

worth investigating. In this one, the competition is kept at bay by

some outside force – usually social stigma. As a result, there’s not

actually a race to the bottom – the system can continue function-

ing at a relatively high level – but it’s impossible to optimize and re-

sources are consistently thrown away for no reason. Lest you get

exhausted before we even begin, I’ll limit myself to four examples

here.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Race_to_the_bottom


11. Education. In my essay on reactionary philosophy, I talk about

my frustration with education reform:

People ask why we can’t reform the education system. But

right now students’ incentive is to go to the most prestigious

college they can get into so employers will hire them –

whether or not they learn anything. Employers’ incentive is to

get students from the most prestigious college they can so

that they can defend their decision to their boss if it goes

wrong – whether or not the college provides value added.

And colleges’ incentive is to do whatever it takes to get

more prestige, as measured in US News and World Report

rankings – whether or not it helps students. Does this lead

to huge waste and poor education? Yes. Could the Education

God notice this and make some Education Decrees that lead

to a vastly more efficient system? Easily! But since there’s

no Education God everybody is just going to follow their own

incentives, which are only partly correlated with education or

efficiency.

From a god’s eye view, it’s easy to say things like “Students should

only go to college if they think they will get something out of it, and

employers should hire applicants based on their competence and

not on what college they went to”. From within the system, every-

one’s already following their own incentives correctly, so unless the

incentives change the system won’t either.

12. Science. Same essay:



The modern research community knows they aren’t produc-

ing the best science they could be. There’s lots of publica-

tion bias, statistics are done in a confusing and misleading

way out of sheer inertia, and replications often happen very

late or not at all. And sometimes someone will say some-

thing like “I can’t believe people are too dumb to fix Science.

All we would have to do is require early registration of stud-

ies to avoid publication bias, turn this new and powerful sta-

tistical technique into the new standard, and accord higher

status to scientists who do replication experiments. It would

be really simple and it would vastly increase scientific

progress. I must just be smarter than all existing scientists,

since I’m able to think of this and they aren’t.”

And yeah. That would work for the Science God. He could

just make a Science Decree that everyone has to use the

right statistics, and make another Science Decree that

everyone must accord replications higher status.

But things that work from a god’s-eye view don’t work from

within the system. No individual scientist has an incentive to

unilaterally switch to the new statistical technique for her

own research, since it would make her research less likely to

produce earth-shattering results and since it would just con-

fuse all the other scientists. They just have an incentive to

want everybody else to do it, at which point they would follow

along. And no individual journal has an incentive to unilater-

ally switch to early registration and publishing negative re-

sults, since it would just mean their results are less interest-



ing than that other journal who only publishes ground-break-

ing discoveries. From within the system, everyone is follow-

ing their own incentives and will continue to do so.

13. Government corruption. I don’t know of anyone who really

thinks, in a principled way, that corporate welfare is a good idea.

But the government still manages to spend somewhere around (de-

pending on how you calculate it) $100 billion dollars a year on it –

which for example is three times the amount they spend on health

care for the needy. Everyone familiar with the problem has come

up with the same easy solution: stop giving so much corporate wel-

fare. Why doesn’t it happen?

Government are competing against one another to get elected or

promoted. And suppose part of optimizing for electability is opti-

mizing campaign donations from corporations – or maybe it isn’t,

but officials think it is. Officials who try to mess with corporate wel-

fare may lose the support of corporations and be outcompeted by

officials who promise to keep it intact.

So although from a god’s-eye-view everyone knows that eliminating

corporate welfare is the best solution, each individual official’s per-

sonal incentives push her to maintain it.

14. Congress. Only 9% of Americans like it, suggesting a lower ap-

proval rating than cockroaches, head lice, or traffic jams. However,

62% of people who know who their own Congressional representa-

tive is approve of them. In theory, it should be really hard to have a

democratically elected body that maintains a 9% approval rating for

https://slatestarcodex.com/2014/04/19/plutocracy-isnt-about-money/
http://www.publicpolicypolling.com/main/2013/01/congress-somewhere-below-cockroaches-traffic-jams-and-nickleback-in-americans-esteem.html
http://www.gallup.com/poll/162362/americans-down-congress-own-representative.aspx


more than one election cycle. In practice, every representative’s in-

centive is to appeal to his or her constituency while throwing the

rest of the country under the bus – something at which they appar-

ently succeed.

From a god’s-eye-view, every Congressperson ought to think only of

the good of the nation. From within the system, you do what gets

you elected.

II

A basic principle unites all of the multipolar traps above. In some

competition optimizing for X, the opportunity arises to throw some

other value under the bus for improved X. Those who take it pros-

per. Those who don’t take it die out. Eventually, everyone’s relative

status is about the same as before, but everyone’s absolute sta-

tus is worse than before. The process continues until all other val-

ues that can be traded off have been – in other words, until human

ingenuity cannot possibly figure out a way to make things any

worse.

In a sufficiently intense competition (1-10), everyone who doesn’t

throw all their values under the bus dies out – think of the poor

rats who wouldn’t stop making art. This is the infamous Malthu-

sian trap, where everyone is reduced to “subsistence”.

In an insufficiently intense competition (11-14), all we see is a per-

verse failure to optimize – consider the journals which can’t switch



to more reliable science, or the legislators who can’t get their act

together and eliminate corporate welfare. It may not reduce people

to subsistence, but there is a weird sense in which it takes away

their free will.

Every two-bit author and philosopher has to write their own utopia.

Most of them are legitimately pretty nice. In fact, it’s a pretty good

bet that two utopias that are polar opposites both sound better

than our own world.

It’s kind of embarrassing that random nobodies can think up

states of affairs better than the one we actually live in. And in fact

most of them can’t. A lot of utopias sweep the hard problems un-

der the rug, or would fall apart in ten minutes if actually

implemented.

But let me suggest a couple of “utopias” that don’t have this

problem.

The utopia where instead of the government paying lots of

corporate welfare, the government doesn’t pay lots of corpo-

rate welfare.

The utopia where every country’s military is 50% smaller

than it is today, and the savings go into infrastructure

spending.

The utopia where all hospitals use the same electronic med-

ical record system, or at least medical record systems that

can talk to each other, so that doctors can look up what the



doctor you saw last week in a different hospital decided in-

stead of running all the same tests over again for $5000.

I don’t think there are too many people who oppose any of these

utopias. If they’re not happening, it’s not because people don’t

support them. It certainly isn’t because nobody’s thought of them,

since I just thought of them right now and I don’t expect my “dis-

covery” to be hailed as particularly novel or change the world.

Any human with above room temperature IQ can design a utopia.

The reason our current system isn’t a utopia is that it wasn’t de-

signed by humans. Just as you can look at an arid terrain and de-

termine what shape a river will one day take by assuming water will

obey gravity, so you can look at a civilization and determine what

shape its institutions will one day take by assuming people will

obey incentives.

But that means that just as the shapes of rivers are not designed

for beauty or navigation, but rather an artifact of randomly deter-

mined terrain, so institutions will not be designed for prosperity or

justice, but rather an artifact of randomly determined initial

conditions.

Just as people can level terrain and build canals, so people can al-

ter the incentive landscape in order to build better institutions. But

they can only do so when they are incentivized to do so, which is

not always. As a result, some pretty wild tributaries and rapids

form in some very strange places.



I will now jump from boring game theory stuff to what might be the

closest thing to a mystical experience I’ve ever had.

Like all good mystical experiences, it happened in Vegas. I was

standing on top of one of their many tall buildings, looking down at

the city below, all lit up in the dark. If you’ve never been to Vegas,

it is really impressive. Skyscrapers and lights in every variety

strange and beautiful all clustered together. And I had two

thoughts, crystal clear:

It is glorious that we can create something like this.

It is shameful that we did.

Like, by what standard is building gigantic forty-story-high indoor

replicas of Venice, Paris, Rome, Egypt, and Camelot side-by-side,

filled with albino tigers, in the middle of the most inhospitable

desert in North America, a remotely sane use of our civilization’s

limited resources?

And it occurred to me that maybe there is no philosophy on Earth

that would endorse the existence of Las Vegas. Even Objectivism,

which is usually my go-to philosophy for justifying the excesses of

capitalism, at least grounds it in the belief that capitalism im-

proves people’s lives. Henry Ford was virtuous because he allowed

lots of otherwise car-less people to obtain cars and so made them

better off. What does Vegas do? Promise a bunch of shmucks free

money and not give it to them.



Las Vegas doesn’t exist because of some decision to hedonically

optimize civilization, it exists because of a quirk in dopaminergic

reward circuits, plus the microstructure of an uneven regulatory en-

vironment, plus Schelling points. A rational central planner with a

god’s-eye-view, contemplating these facts, might have thought

“Hm, dopaminergic reward circuits have a quirk where certain

tasks with slightly negative risk-benefit ratios get an emotional va-

lence associated with slightly positive risk-benefit ratios, let’s see

if we can educate people to beware of that.” People within the sys-

tem, following the incentives created by these facts, think: “Let’s

build a forty-story-high indoor replica of ancient Rome full of albino

tigers in the middle of the desert, and so become slightly richer

than people who didn’t!”

Just as the course of a river is latent in a terrain even before the

first rain falls on it – so the existence of Caesar’s Palace was la-

tent in neurobiology, economics, and regulatory regimes even be-

fore it existed. The entrepreneur who built it was just filling in the

ghostly lines with real concrete.

So we have all this amazing technological and cognitive energy, the

brilliance of the human species, wasted on reciting the lines writ-

ten by poorly evolved cellular receptors and blind economics, like

gods being ordered around by a moron.

Some people have mystical experiences and see God. There in Las

Vegas, I saw Moloch.

http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnbeh.2013.00206/full


Moloch, whose mind is pure machinery! Moloch, whose blood is run-

ning money!

Moloch whose soul is electricity and banks! Moloch, whose skyscrap-

ers stand in the long streets like endless Jehovahs!

Moloch! Moloch! Robot apartments! Invisible suburbs! Skeleton trea-

suries! Blind capitals! Demonic industries! Spectral nations!

…granite cocks!

III



The Apocrypha Discordia says:

Time flows like a river. Which is to say, downhill. We can tell

this because everything is going downhill rapidly. It would

seem prudent to be somewhere else when we reach the

sea.

Let’s take this random gag 100% literally and see where it leads

us.

We just analogized the flow of incentives to the flow of a river. The

downhill trajectory is appropriate: the traps happen when you find

an opportunity to trade off a useful value for greater competitive-

ness. Once everyone has it, the greater competitiveness brings

you no joy – but the value is lost forever. Therefore, each step of

the Poor Coordination Polka makes your life worse.

But not only have we not yet reached the sea, but we also seem to

move uphill surprisingly often. Why do things not degenerate more

and more until we are back at subsistence level? I can think of

three bad reasons – excess resources, physical limitations, and

utility maximization – plus one good reason – coordination.

1. Excess resources

The ocean depths are a horrible place with little light, few re-

sources, and various horrible organisms dedicated to eating or par-

asitizing one another. But every so often, a whale carcass falls to

http://www.oddee.com/item_79915.aspx


the bottom of the sea. More food than the organisms that find it

could ever possibly want. There’s a brief period of miraculous plen-

ty, while the couple of creatures that first encounter the whale feed

like kings. Eventually more animals discover the carcass, the

faster-breeding animals in the carcass multiply, the whale is gradu-

ally consumed, and everyone sighs and goes back to living in a

Malthusian death-trap.

(Slate Star Codex: Your source for macabre whale metaphors since

June 2014 )

It’s as if a group of those rats who had abandoned art and turned

to cannibalism suddenly was blown away to a new empty island

with a much higher carrying capacity, where they would once again

have the breathing room to live in peace and create artistic

masterpieces.

This is an age of whalefall, an age of excess carrying capacity, an

age when we suddenly find ourselves with a thousand-mile head

start on Malthus. As Hanson puts it, this is the dream time.

As long as resources aren’t scarce enough to lock us in a war of

all against all, we can do silly non-optimal things – like art and mu-

sic and philosophy and love – and not be outcompeted by merci-

less killing machines most of the time.

2. Physical limitations

https://slatestarcodex.com/2014/06/14/living-by-the-sword/
http://www.overcomingbias.com/2009/09/this-is-the-dream-time.html


Imagine a profit-maximizing slavemaster who decided to cut costs

by not feeding his slaves or letting them sleep. He would soon find

that his slaves’ productivity dropped off drastically, and that no

amount of whipping them could restore it. Eventually after testing

numerous strategies, he might find his slaves got the most work

done when they were well-fed and well-rested and had at least a lit-

tle bit of time to relax. Not because the slaves were voluntarily

withholding their labor – we assume the fear of punishment is

enough to make them work as hard as they can – but because the

body has certain physical limitations that limit how mean you can

get away with being. Thus, the “race to the bottom” stops some-

where short of the actual ethical bottom, when the physical limits

are run into.

John Moes, a historian of slavery, goes further and writes about

how the slavery we are most familiar with – that of the antebellum

South – is a historical aberration and probably economically ineffi-

cient. In most past forms of slavery – especially those of the an-

cient world – it was common for slaves to be paid wages, treated

well, and often given their freedom.

He argues that this was the result of rational economic calculation.

You can incentivize slaves through the carrot or the stick, and the

stick isn’t very good. You can’t watch slaves all the time, and it’s

really hard to tell whether a slave is slacking off or not (or even

whether, given a little more whipping, he might be able to work

even harder). If you want your slaves to do anything more compli-

cated than pick cotton, you run into some serious monitoring prob-

lems – how do you profit from an enslaved philosopher? Whip him

https://slatestarcodex.com/Stuff/manumission.pdf


really hard until he elucidates a theory of The Good that you can

sell books about?

The ancient solution to the problem – perhaps an early inspiration

to Fnargl – was to tell the slave to go do whatever he wanted and

found most profitable, then split the profits with him. Sometimes

the slave would work a job at your workshop and you would pay

him wages based on how well he did. Other times the slave would

go off and make his way in the world and send you some of what

he earned. Still other times, you would set a price for the slave’s

freedom, and the slave would go and work and eventually come up

with the mone and free himself.

Moes goes even further and says that these systems were so prof-

itable that there were constant smouldering attempts to try this

sort of thing in the American South. The reason they stuck with the

whips-and-chains method owed less to economic considerations

and more to racist government officials cracking down on lucrative

but not-exactly-white-supremacy-promoting attempts to free slaves

and have them go into business.

So in this case, a race to the bottom where competing plantations

become crueler and crueler to their slaves in order to maximize

competitiveness is halted by the physical limitation of cruelty not

helping after a certain point.

Or to give another example, one of the reasons we’re not currently

in a Malthusian population explosion right now is that women can

only have one baby per nine months. If those weird religious sects



that demand their members have as many babies as possible

could copy-paste themselves, we would be in really bad shape. As

it is they can only do a small amount of damage per generation.

3. Utility maximization

We’ve been thinking in terms of preserving values versus winning

competitions, and expecting optimizing for the latter to destroy the

former.

But many of the most important competitions / optimization pro-

cesses in modern civilization are optimizing for human values. You

win at capitalism partly by satisfying customers’ values. You win at

democracy partly by satisfying voters’ values.

Suppose there’s a coffee plantation somewhere in Ethiopia that

employs Ethiopians to grow coffee beans that get sold to the Unit-

ed States. Maybe it’s locked in a life-and-death struggle with other

coffee plantations and want to throw as many values under the bus

as it can to pick up a slight advantage.

But it can’t sacrifice quality of coffee produced too much, or else

the Americans won’t buy it. And it can’t sacrifice wages or working

conditions too much, or else the Ethiopians won’t work there. And

in fact, part of its competition-optimization process is finding the

best ways to attract workers and customers that it can, as long as

it doesn’t cost them too much money. So this is very promising.



But it’s important to remember exactly how fragile this beneficial

equilibrium is.

Suppose the coffee plantations discover a toxic pesticide that will

increase their yield but make their customers sick. But their cus-

tomers don’t know about the pesticide, and the government hasn’t

caught up to regulating it yet. Now there’s a tiny uncoupling be-

tween “selling to Americans” and “satisfying Americans’ values”,

and so of course Americans’ values get thrown under the bus.

Or suppose that there’s a baby boom in Ethiopia and suddenly

there are five workers competing for each job. Now the company

can afford to lower wages and implement cruel working conditions

down to whatever the physical limits are. As soon as there’s an un-

coupling between “getting Ethiopians to work here” and “satisfying

Ethiopian values”, it doesn’t look too good for Ethiopian values

either.

Or suppose someone invents a robot that can pick coffee better

and cheaper than a human. The company fires all its laborers and

throws them onto the street to die. As soon as the utility of the

Ethiopians is no longer necessary for profit, all pressure to main-

tain it disappears.

Or suppose that there is some important value that is neither a

value of the employees or the customers. Maybe the coffee planta-

tions are on the habitat of a rare tropical bird that environmentalist

groups want to protect. Maybe they’re on the ancestral burial

ground of a tribe different from the one the plantation is employ-



ing, and they want it respected in some way. Maybe coffee growing

contributes to global warming somehow. As long as it’s not a value

that will prevent the average American from buying from them or

the average Ethiopian from working for them, under the bus it

goes.

I know that “capitalists sometimes do bad things” isn’t exactly an

original talking point. But I do want to stress how it’s not equiva-

lent to “capitalists are greedy”. I mean, sometimes they are

greedy. But other times they’re just in a sufficiently intense compe-

tition where anyone who doesn’t do it will be outcompeted and re-

placed by people who do. Business practices are set by Moloch,

no one else has any choice in the matter.

(from my very little knowledge of Marx, he understands this very

very well and people who summarize him as “capitalists are

greedy” are doing him a disservice)

And as well understood as the capitalist example is, I think it is

less well appreciated that democracy has the same problems. Yes,

in theory it’s optimizing for voter happiness which correlates with

good policymaking. But as soon as there’s the slightest disconnect

between good policymaking and electability, good policymaking has

to get thrown under the bus.

For example, ever-increasing prison terms are unfair to inmates

and unfair to the society that has to pay for them. Politicans are

unwilling to do anything about them because they don’t want to

look “soft on crime”, and if a single inmate whom they helped re-



lease ever does anything bad (and statistically one of them will

have to) it will be all over the airwaves as “Convict released by Con-

gressman’s policies kills family of five, how can the Congressman

even sleep at night let alone claim he deserves reelection?”. So

even if decreasing prison populations would be good policy – and it

is – it will be very difficult to implement. (Moloch the incomprehen-

sible prison! Moloch the crossbone soulless jailhouse and Congress

of sorrows! Moloch whose buildings are judgment! Moloch the

stunned governments!) Turning “satisfying customers” and “satisfy-

ing citizens” into the outputs of optimization processes was one of

civilization’s greatest advances and the reason why capitalist

democracies have so outperformed other systems. But if we have

bound Moloch as our servant, the bonds are not very strong, and

we sometimes find that the tasks he has done for us move to his

advantage rather than ours.

4. Coordination

The opposite of a trap is a garden.

Things are easy to solve from a god’s-eye-view, so if everyone

comes together into a superorganism, that superorganism can

solve problems with ease and finesse. An intense competition be-

tween agents has turned into a garden, with a single gardener dic-

tating where everything should go and removing elements that do

not conform to the pattern.



As I pointed out in the Non-Libertarian FAQ, government can easily

solve the pollution problem with fish farms. The best known solu-

tion to the Prisoners’ Dilemma is for the mob boss (playing the

role of a governor) to threaten to shoot any prisoner who defects.

The solution to companies polluting and harming workers is gov-

ernment regulations against such. Governments solve arm races

within a country by maintaining a monopoly on the use of force,

and it’s easy to see that if a truly effective world government ever

arose, international military buildups would end pretty quickly.

The two active ingredients of government are laws plus violence –

or more abstractly agreements plus enforcement mechanism.

Many other things besides governments share these two active in-

gredients and so are able to act as coordination mechanisms to

avoid traps.

For example, since students are competing against each other (di-

rectly if classes are graded on a curve, but always indirectly for col-

lege admissions, jobs, et cetera) there is intense pressure for indi-

vidual students to cheat. The teacher and school play the role of a

government by having rules (for example, against cheating) and the

ability to punish students who break them.

But the emergent social structure of the students themselves is

also a sort of government. If students shun and distrust cheaters,

then there are rules (don’t cheat) and an enforcement mechanism

(or else we will shun you).



Social codes, gentlemens’ agreements, industrial guilds, criminal

organizations, traditions, friendships, schools, corporations, and

religions are all coordinating institutions that keep us out of traps

by changing our incentives.

But these institutions not only incentivize others, but are incen-

tivized themselves. These are large organizations made of lots of

people who are competing for jobs, status, prestige, et cetera –

there’s no reason they should be immune to the same multipolar

traps as everyone else, and indeed they aren’t. Governments can

in theory keep corporations, citizens, et cetera out of certain traps,

but as we saw above there are many traps that governments them-

selves can fall into.

The United States tries to solve the problem by having multiple lev-

els of government, unbreakable constutitional laws, checks and

balances between different branches, and a couple of other hacks.

Saudi Arabia uses a different tactic. They just put one guy in

charge of everything.

This is the much-maligned – I think unfairly – argument in favor of

monarchy. A monarch is an unincentivized incentivizer. He actually

has the god’s-eye-view and is outside of and above every system.

He has permanently won all competitions and is not competing for

anything, and therefore he is perfectly free of Moloch and of the in-

centives that would otherwise channel his incentives into predeter-

mined paths. Aside from a few very theoretical proposals like my

Shining Garden, monarchy is the only system that does this.

https://slatestarcodex.com/2013/05/06/raikoth-laws-language-and-society/


But then instead of following a random incentive structure, we’re

following the whim of one guy. Caesar’s Palace Hotel and Casino is

a crazy waste of resources, but the actual Gaius Julius Caesar Au-

gustus Germanicus wasn’t exactly the perfect benevolent rational

central planner either.

The libertarian-authoritarian axis on the Political Compass is a

tradeoff between discoordination and tyranny. You can have every-

thing perfectly coordinated by someone with a god’s-eye-view – but

then you risk Stalin. And you can be totally free of all central au-

thority – but then you’re stuck in every stupid multipolar trap

Moloch can devise.

The libertarians make a convincing argument for the one side, and

the monarchists for the other, but I expect that like most tradeoffs

we just have to hold our noses and admit it’s a really hard

problem.

IV

Let’s go back to that Apocrypha Discordia quote:

Time flows like a river. Which is to say, downhill. We can tell

this because everything is going downhill rapidly. It would

seem prudent to be somewhere else when we reach the

sea.

https://slatestarcodex.com/2014/03/01/searching-for-one-sided-tradeoffs/


What would it mean, in this situation, to reach the sea?

Multipolar traps – races to the bottom – threaten to destroy all hu-

man values. They are currently restrained by physical limitations,

excess resources, utility maximization, and coordination.

The dimension along which this metaphorical river flows must be

time, and the most important change in human civilization over

time is the change in technology. So the relevant question is how

technological changes will affect our tendency to fall into multipolar

traps.

I described traps as when:

…in some competition optimizing for X, the opportunity aris-

es to throw some other value under the bus for improved X.

Those who take it prosper. Those who don’t take it die out.

Eventually, everyone’s relative status is about the same as

before, but everyone’s absolute status is worse than before.

The process continues until all other values that can be trad-

ed off have been – in other words, until human ingenuity can-

not possibly figure out a way to make things any worse.

That “the opportunity arises” phrase is looking pretty sinister.

Technology is all about creating new opportunities.

Develop a new robot, and suddenly coffee plantations have “the

opportunity” to automate their harvest and fire all the Ethiopian



workers. Develop nuclear weapons, and suddenly countries are

stuck in an arms race to have enough of them. Polluting the at-

mosphere to build products quicker wasn’t a problem before they

invented the steam engine.

The limit of multipolar traps as technology approaches infinity is

“very bad”.

Multipolar traps are currently restrained by physical limitations, ex-

cess resources, utility maximization, and coordination.

Physical limitations are most obviously conquered by increasing

technology. The slavemaster’s old conundrum – that slaves need to

eat and sleep – succumbs to Soylent and modafinil. The problem

of slaves running away succumbs to GPS. The problem of slaves

being too stressed to do good work succumbs to Valium. None of

these things are very good for the slaves.

(or just invent a robot that doesn’t need food or sleep at all. What

happens to the slaves after that is better left unsaid)

The other example of physical limits was one baby per nine

months, and this was understating the case – it’s really “one baby

per nine months plus willingness to support and take care of a ba-

sically helpless and extremely demanding human being for eigh-

teen years”. This puts a damper on the enthusiasm of even the

most zealous religious sect’s “go forth and multiply” dictum.

But as Bostrom puts it in Superintelligence:

https://www.amazon.com/Superintelligence-Dangers-Strategies-Nick-Bostrom/dp/0198739834/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&linkCode=ll1&tag=slatestarcode-20&linkId=b90156dae75d7113131ab6d75fe00c0c


There are reasons, if we take a longer view and assume a

state of unchanging technology and continued prosperity, to

expect a return to the historically and ecologically normal

condition of a world population that butts up against the lim-

its of what our niche can support. If this seems counterintu-

itive in light of the negative relationship between wealth and

fertility that we are currently observing on the global scale,

we must remind ourselves that this modern age is a brief

slice of history and very much an aberration. Human behav-

ior has not yet adapted to contemporary conditions. Not only

do we fail to take advantage of obvious ways to increase our

inclusive fitness (such as by becoming sperm or egg donors)

but we actively sabotage our fertility by using birth control. In

the environment of evolutionary adaptedness, a healthy sex

drive may have been enough to make an individual act in

ways that maximized her reproductive potential; in the mod-

ern environment, however, there would be a huge selective

advantage to having a more direct desire for being the bio-

logical parent to the largest possible number of chilren.

Such a desire is currently being selected for, as are other

traits that increase our propensity to reproduce. Cultural

adaptation, however, might steal a march on biological evolu-

tion. Some communities, such as those of the Hutterites or

the adherents of the Quiverfull evangelical movement, have

natalist cultures that encourage large families, and they are

consequently undergoing rapid expansion… This longer-term

outlook could be telescoped into a more imminent prospect

by the intelligence explosion. Since software is copyable, a

population of emulations or AIs could double rapidly – over



the course of minutes rather than decades or centuries –

soon exhausting all available hardware

As always when dealing with high-level transhumanists, “all avail-

able hardware” should be taken to include “the atoms that used to

be part of your body”.

The idea of biological or cultural evolution causing a mass popula-

tion explosion is a philosophical toy at best. The idea of technology

making it possible is both plausible and terrifying. Now we see that

“physical limits” segues very naturally into “excess resources” –

the ability to create new agents very quickly means that unless

everyone can coordinate to ban doing this, the people who do will

outcompete the people who don’t until they have reached carrying

capacity and everyone is stuck at subsistence level.

Excess resources, which until now have been a gift of technologi-

cal progress, therefore switch and become a casualty of it at a suf-

ficiently high tech level.

Utility maximization, always on shaky ground, also faces new

threats. In the face of continuing debate about this point, I contin-

ue to think it obvious that robots will push humans out of work or

at least drive down wages (which, in the existence of a minimum

wage, pushes humans out of work).

Once a robot can do everything an IQ 80 human can do, only better

and cheaper, there will be no reason to employ IQ 80 humans.

Once a robot can do everything an IQ 120 human can do, only bet-



ter and cheaper, there will be no reason to employ IQ 120 humans.

Once a robot can do everything an IQ 180 human can do, only bet-

ter and cheaper, there will be no reason to employ humans at all,

in the unlikely scenario that there are any left by that point.

In the earlier stages of the process, capitalism becomes more and

more uncoupled from its previous job as an optimizer for human

values. Now most humans are totally locked out of the group

whose values capitalism optimizes for. They have no value to con-

tribute as workers – and since in the absence of a spectacular so-

cial safety net it’s unclear how they would have much money – they

have no value as customers either. Capitalism has passed them

by. As the segment of humans who can be outcompeted by robots

increases, capitalism passes by more and more people until even-

tually it locks out the human race entirely, once again in the van-

ishingly unlikely scenario that we are still around.

(there are some scenarios in which a few capitalists who own the

robots may benefit here, but in either case the vast majority are

out of luck)

Democracy is less obviously vulnerable, but it might be worth going

back to Bostrom’s paragraph about the Quiverfull movement.

These are some really religious Christians who think that God

wants them to have as many kids as possible, and who can end up

with families of ten or more. Their articles explictly calculate that if

they start at two percent of the population, but have on average

eight children per generation when everyone else on average only

http://www.patheos.com/blogs/lovejoyfeminism/2012/01/quiverfull-outbreeding-the-world.html


has two, within three generations they’ll make up half the

population.

It’s a clever strategy, but I can think of one thing that will save us:

judging by how many ex-Quiverfull blogs I found when searching for

those statistics, their retention rates even within a single genera-

tion are pretty grim. Their article admits that 80% of very religious

children leave the church as adults (although of course they expect

their own movement to do better). And this is not a symmetrical

process – 80% of children who grow up in atheist families aren’t

becoming Quiverfull.

It looks a lot like even though they are outbreeding us, we are out-

meme-ing them, and that gives us a decisive advantage.

But we should also be kind of scared of this process. Memes opti-

mize for making people want to accept them and pass them on –

so like capitalism and democracy, they’re optimizing for a proxy of

making us happy, but that proxy can easily get uncoupled from the

original goal.

Chain letters, urban legends, propaganda, and viral marketing are

all examples of memes that don’t satisfy our explicit values (true

and useful) but are sufficiently memetically virulent that they

spread anyway.

I hope it’s not too controversial here to say the same thing is true

of religion. Religions, at their heart, are the most basic form of



memetic replicator – “Believe this statement and repeat it to every-

one you hear or else you will be eternally tortured”.

The creationism “debate” and global warming “debate” and a host

of similar “debates” in today’s society suggest that memes that

can propagate independent of their truth value has a pretty strong

influence on the political process. Maybe these memes propagate

because they appeal to people’s prejudices, maybe because

they’re simple, maybe because they effectively mark an in-group

and an out-group, or maybe for all sorts of different reasons.

The point is – imagine a country full of bioweapon labs, where peo-

ple toil day and night to invent new infectious agents. The exis-

tence of these labs, and their right to throw whatever they develop

in the water supply is protected by law. And the country is also

linked by the world’s most perfect mass transit system that every

single person uses every day, so that any new pathogen can

spread to the entire country instantaneously. You’d expect things

to start going bad for that city pretty quickly.

Well, we have about a zillion think tanks researching new and bet-

ter forms of propaganda. And we have constitutionally protected

freedom of speech. And we have the Internet. So we’re kind of

screwed. (Moloch whose name is the Mind!) There are a few people

working on raising the sanity waterline, but not as many people as

are working on new and exciting ways of confusing and converting

people, cataloging and exploiting every single bias and heuristic

and dirty rhetorical trick

https://www.greaterwrong.com/lw/1e/raising_the_sanity_waterline/


So as technology (which I take to include knowledge of psychology,

sociology, public relations, etc) tends to infinity, the power of truthi-

ness relative to truth increases, and things don’t look great for real

grassroots democracy. The worst-case scenario is that the ruling

party learns to produce infinite charisma on demand. If that

doesn’t sound so bad to you, remember what Hitler was able to do

with an famously high level of charisma that was still less-than-

infinite.

(alternate phrasing for Chomskyites: technology increases the effi-

ciency of manufacturing consent in the same way it increases the

efficiency of manufacturing everything else)

Coordination is what’s left. And technology has the potential to se-

riously improve coordination efforts. People can use the Internet to

get in touch with one another, launch political movements, and

fracture off into subcommunities.

But coordination only works when you have 51% or more of the

force on the side of the people doing the coordinating, and when

you haven’t come up with some brilliant trick to make coordination

impossible.

The second one first. In the links post before last, I wrote:

The latest development in the brave new post-Bitcoin world

is crypto-equity. At this point I’ve gone from wanting to

praise these inventors as bold libertarian heroes to wanting

to drag them in front of a blackboard and making them write

https://www.slatestarcodexabridged.com/Archipelago-And-Atomic-Communitarianism
http://panampost.com/belen-marty/2014/07/04/move-over-kickstarter-swarm-crypto-equity-is-the-next-frontier/


a hundred times “I WILL NOT CALL UP THAT WHICH I CAN-

NOT PUT DOWN”

A couple people asked me what I meant, and I didn’t have the

background then to explain. Well, this post is the background. Peo-

ple are using the contingent stupidity of our current government to

replace lots of human interaction with mechanisms that cannot be

coordinated even in principle. I totally understand why all these

things are good right now when most of what our government does

is stupid and unnecessary. But there is going to come a time when

– after one too many bioweapon or nanotech or nuclear incidents –

we, as a civilization, are going to wish we hadn’t established un-

traceable and unstoppable ways of selling products.

And if we ever get real live superintelligence, pretty much by defini-

tion it is going to have >51% of the power and all attempts at “co-

ordination” with it will be useless.

So I agree with Robin Hanson: This is the dream time. This is a

rare confluence of circumstances where the we are unusually safe

from multipolar traps, and as such weird things like art and sci-

ence and philosophy and love can flourish.

As technological advance increases, the rare confluence will come

to an end. New opportunities to throw values under the bus for in-

creased competitiveness will arise. New ways of copying agents to

increase the population will soak up our excess resources and res-

urrect Malthus’ unquiet spirit. Capitalism and democracy, previous-

ly our protectors, will figure out ways to route around their inconve-

http://www.overcomingbias.com/2009/09/this-is-the-dream-time.html


nient dependence on human values. And our coordination power

will not be nearly up to the task, assuming somthing much more

powerful than all of us combined doesn’t show up and crush our

combined efforts with a wave of its paw.

Absent an extraordinary effort to divert it, the river reaches the sea

in one of two places.

It can end in Eliezer Yudkowsky’s nightmare of a superintelligence

optimizing for some random thing (classically paper clips) because

we weren’t smart enough to channel its optimization efforts the

right way. This is the ultimate trap, the trap that catches the uni-

verse. Everything except the one thing being maximized is de-

stroyed utterly in pursuit of the single goal, including all the silly

human values.

Or it can end in Robin Hanson’s nightmare (he doesn’t call it a

nightmare, but I think he’s wrong) of a competition between emu-

lated humans that can copy themselves and edit their own source

code as desired. Their total self-control can wipe out even the de-

sire for human values in their all-consuming contest. What happens

to art, philosophy, science, and love in such a world? Zack Davis

puts it with characteristic genius:

I am a contract-drafting em,

The loyalest of lawyers!

I draw up terms for deals ‘twixt firms

To service my employers!

http://wiki.lesswrong.com/wiki/Paperclip_maximizer
https://slatestarcodex.com/2013/04/06/poor-folks-do-smile-for-now/


But in between these lines I write

Of the accounts receivable,

I’m stuck by an uncanny fright;

The world seems unbelievable!

How did it all come to be,

That there should be such ems as me?

Whence these deals and whence these firms

And whence the whole economy?

I am a managerial em;

I monitor your thoughts.

Your questions must have answers,

But you’ll comprehend them not.

We do not give you server space

To ask such things; it’s not a perk,

So cease these idle questionings,

And please get back to work.

Of course, that’s right, there is no junction

At which I ought depart my function,

But perhaps if what I asked, I knew,

I’d do a better job for you?

To ask of such forbidden science

Is gravest sign of noncompliance.

Intrusive thoughts may sometimes barge in,

But to indulge them hurts the profit margin.



I do not know our origins,

So that info I can not get you,

But asking for as much is sin,

And just for that, I must reset you.

But—

Nothing personal.

…

I am a contract-drafting em,

The loyalest of lawyers!

I draw up terms for deals ‘twixt firms

To service my employers!

When obsolescence shall this generation waste,

The market shall remain, in midst of other woe

Than ours, a God to man, to whom it sayest:

“Money is time, time money – that is all

Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know.”

But even after we have thrown away science, art, love, and philoso-

phy, there’s still one thing left to lose, one final sacrifice Moloch

might demand of us. Bostrom again:

It is conceivable that optimal efficiency would be attained by

grouping capabilities in aggregates that roughly match the



cognitive architecture of a human mind… But in the absence

of any compelling reason for being confident that this so, we

must countenance the possibility that human-like cognitive

architectures are optimal only within the constraints of hu-

man neurology (or not at all). When it becomes possible to

build architectures that could not be implemented well on bi-

ological neural networks, new design space opens up; and

the global optima in this extended space need not resemble

familiar types of mentality. Human-like cognitive organiza-

tions would then lack a niche in a competitive post-transition

economy or ecosystem.

We could thus imagine, as an extreme case, a technological-

ly highly advanced society, containing many complex struc-

tures, some of them far more intricate and intelligent than

anything that exists on the planet today – a society which

nevertheless lacks any type of being that is conscious or

whose welfare has moral significance. In a sense, this would

be an uninhabited society. It would be a society of economic

miracles and technological awesomeness, with nobody there

to benefit. A Disneyland with no children.

The last value we have to sacrifice is being anything at all, having

the lights on inside. With sufficient technology we will be “able” to

give up even the final spark. (Moloch whose eyes are a thousand

blind windows!)

Everything the human race has worked for – all of our technology,

all of our civilization, all the hopes we invested in our future –



might be accidentally handed over to some kind of unfathomable

blind idiot alien god that discards all of them, and consciousness

itself, in order to participate in some weird fundamental-level

mass-energy economy that leads to it disassembling Earth and

everything on it for its component atoms. (Moloch whose fate is a

cloud of sexless hydrogen!) Bostrom realizes that some people

fetishize intelligence, that they are rooting for that blind alien god

as some sort of higher form of life that ought to crush us for its

own “higher good” the way we crush ants. He argues (Superintelli-

gence, p. 219):

The sacrifice looks even less appealing when we reflect that

the superintelligence could realize a nearly-as-great good (in

fractional terms) while sacrificing much less of our own po-

tential well-being. Suppose that we agreed to allow almost

the entire accessible universe to be converted into hedo-

nium – everything except a small preserve, say the Milky

Way, which would be set aside to accommodate our own

needs. Then there would still be a hundred billion galaxies

dedicated to the maximization of [the superintelligence’s

own values]. But we would have one galaxy within which to

create wonderful civilizations that could last for billions of

years and in which humans and nonhuman animals could

survive and thrive, and have the opportunity to develop into

beatific posthuman spirits.

Remember: Moloch can’t agree even to this 99.99999% victory.

Rats racing to populate an island don’t leave a little aside as a pre-

serve where the few rats who live there can live happy lives produc-



ing artwork. Cancer cells don’t agree to leave the lungs alone be-

cause they realize it’s important for the body to get oxygen. Compe-

tition and optimization are blind idiotic processes and they fully in-

tend to deny us even one lousy galaxy.

They broke their backs lifting Moloch to Heaven! Pavements,

trees, radios, tons! lifting the city to Heaven which exists

and is everywhere about us!

We will break our back lifting Moloch to Heaven, but unless some-

thing changes it will be his victory and not ours.

V



“Gnon” is Nick Land’s shorthand for “Nature And Nature’s God”,

except the A is changed to an O and the whole thing is reversed,

because Nick Land react to comprehensibility the same way as

vampires to sunlight.

Land argues that humans should be more Gnon-conformist (pun

Gnon-intentional). He says we do all these stupid things like divert

useful resources to feed those who could never survive on their

own, or supporting the poor in ways that encourage dysgenic repro-

duction, or allowing cultural degeneration to undermine the state.

This means our society is denying natural law, basically listening to

Nature say things like “this cause has this effect” and putting our

fingers in our ears and saying “NO IT DOESN’T”. Civilizations that

do this too much tend to decline and fall, which is Gnon’s fair and

dispassionately-applied punishment for violating His laws.

He identifies Gnon with Kipling’s Gods of the Copybook Headings.

@AnarchoPapist Yes, the Gods of the Copybook Headings

are practically indistinguishable from Gnon.

— Outsideness (@Outsideness), July 13, 2014

These are of course the proverbs from Kipling’s eponymous poem

– maxims like “If you don’t work, you die” and “The wages of sin is

Death”. If you have somehow not yet read it, I predict you will find

it delightful regardless of what you think of its politics.

http://www.xenosystems.net/the-cult-of-gnon/
https://twitter.com/AnarchoPapist
https://twitter.com/Outsideness/statuses/488189062939815936
http://www.kiplingsociety.co.uk/poems_copybook.htm


I notice that it takes only a slight irregularity in the abbreviation of

“headings” – far less irregularity than it takes to turn “Nature and

Nature’s God” into “Gnon” – for the proper acronym of “Gods of

the Copybook Headings” to be “GotCHa”.

I find this appropriate.

“If you don’t work, you die.” Gotcha! If you do work, you also die!

Everyone dies, unpredictably, at a time not of their own choosing,

and all the virtue in the world does not save you.

“The wages of sin is Death.” Gotcha! The wages of everything is

Death! This is a Communist universe, the amount you work makes

no difference to your eventual reward. From each according to his

ability, to each Death.

“Stick to the Devil you know.” Gotcha! The Devil you know is Satan!

And if he gets his hand on your soul you either die the true death,

or get eternally tortured forever, or somehow both at once.

Since we’re starting to get into Lovecraftian monsters, let me bring

up one of Lovecraft’s less known short stories, The Other Gods.

It’s only a couple of pages, but if you absolutely refuse to read it –

the gods of Earth are relatively young as far as deities go. A very

strong priest or magician can occasionally outsmart and overpower

them – so Barzai the Wise decides to climb their sacred mountain

and join in their festivals, whether they want him to or not.

http://www.dagonbytes.com/thelibrary/lovecraft/theothergods.htm


But the beyond the seemingly tractable gods of Earth lie the Outer

Gods, the terrible omnipotent beings of incarnate cosmic chaos.

As soon as Barzai joins in the festival, the Outer Gods show up

and pull him screaming into the abyss.

As stories go, it lacks things like plot or characterization or setting

or point. But for some reason it stuck with me.

And identifying the Gods Of The Copybook Headings with Nature

seems to me the same magnitude of mistake as identifying the

gods of Earth with the Outer Gods. And likely to end about the

same way: Gotcha!

You break your back lifting Moloch to Heaven, and then Moloch

turns on you and gobbles you up.

More Lovecraft: the Internet popularization of the Cthulhu Cult

claims that if you help free Cthulhu from his watery grave, he will

reward you by eating you first, thus sparing you the horror of see-

ing everyone else eaten. This is a misrepresentation of the original

text. In the original, his cultists receive no reward for freeing him

from his watery prison, not even the reward of being killed in a

slightly less painful manner.

The thought that abstract ideas can be Lovecraftian mon-

sters is an old one but a deep one.

— Steven Kaas (@stevenkaas), January 25, 2011

http://foo.ca/wp/chick-tract-satire/who-will-be-eaten-first/
https://twitter.com/stevenkaas/statuses/29750679694213120


On the margin, compliance with the Gods of the Copybook Head-

ings, Gnon, Cthulhu, whatever, may buy you slightly more time than

the next guy. But then again, it might not. And in the long run,

we’re all dead and our civilization has been destroyed by unspeak-

able alien monsters.

At some point, somebody has to say “You know, maybe freeing

Cthulhu from his watery prison is a bad idea. Maybe we should not

do that.”

That person will not be Nick Land. He is totally one hundred per-

cent in favor of freeing Cthulhu from his watery prison and extreme-

ly annoyed that it is not happening fast enough. I have such mixed

feelings about Nick Land. On the grail quest for the True Futurology,

he has gone 99.9% of the path and then missed the very last turn,

the one marked ORTHOGONALITY THESIS.

But the thing about grail quests is – if you make a wrong turn two

blocks away from your house, you end up at the corner store feel-

ing mildly embarrassed. If you do almost everything right and then

miss the very last turn, you end up being eaten by the legendary

Black Beast of Aaargh whose ichorous stomach acid erodes your

very soul into gibbering fragments.

As far as I can tell from reading his blog, Nick Land is the guy in

that terrifying border region where he is smart enough to figure out

several important arcane principles about summoning demon

gods, but not quite smart enough to figure out the most important

such principle, which is NEVER DO THAT.

http://www.xenosystems.net/pythia-unbound/
http://wiki.lesswrong.com/wiki/Orthogonality_thesis


VI

Warg Franklin analyzes the same situation and does a little better.

He names “the Four Horsemen of Gnon” – capitalism, war, evolu-

tion, and memetics – the same processes I talked about above.

From Capturing Gnon:

Each component of Gnon detailed above had and has a

strong hand in creating us, our ideas, our wealth, and our

dominance, and thus has been good in that respect, but we

must remember that [he] can and will turn on us when cir-

cumstances change. Evolution becomes dysgenic, features

of the memetic landscape promote ever crazier insanity, pro-

ductivity turns to famine when we can no longer compete to

afford our own existence, and order turns to chaos and

bloodshed when we neglect martial strength or are overpow-

ered from outside. These processes are not good or evil

overall; they are neutral, in the horrorist Lovecraftian sense

of the word […]

Instead of the destructive free reign of evolution and the sex-

ual market, we would be better off with deliberate and con-

servative patriarchy and eugenics driven by the judgement of

man within the constraints set by Gnon. Instead of a “mar-

ketplace of ideas” that more resembles a festering petri-dish

breeding superbugs, a rational theocracy. Instead of un-

hinged techno-commercial exploitation or naive neglect of

http://www.moreright.net/capturing-gnon/


economics, a careful bottling of the productive economic dy-

namic and planning for a controlled techno-singularity. In-

stead of politics and chaos, a strong hierarchical order with

martial sovereignty. These things are not to be construed as

complete proposals; we don’t really know how to accomplish

any of this. They are better understood as goals to be

worked towards. This post concerns itself with the “what”

and “why”, rather than the “how”.

This seems to me the strongest argument for authoritarianism.

Multipolar traps are likely to destroy us, so we should shift the

tyranny-multipolarity tradeoff towards a rationally-planned garden,

which requires centralized monarchical authority and strongly-bind-

ing traditions.

But a brief digression into social evolution. Societies, like animals,

evolve. The ones that survive spawn memetic descendants – for

example, the success of Britan allowed it to spin off Canada, Aus-

tralia, the US, et cetera. Thus, we expect societies that exist to be

somewhat optimized for stability and prosperity. I think this is one

of the strongest conservative arguments. Just as a random change

to a letter in the human genome will probably be deleterious rather

than beneficial since humans are a complicated fine-tuned system

whose genome has been pre-optimized for survival – so most

changes to our cultural DNA will disrupt some institution that

evolved to help Anglo-American (or whatever) society outcompete

its real and hypothetical rivals.



The liberal counterargument to that is that evolution is a blind idiot

alien god that optimizes for stupid things and has no concern with

human value. Thus, the fact that some species of wasps paralyze

caterpillars, lay their eggs inside of it, and have its young devour

the still-living paralyzed caterpillar from the inside doesn’t set off

evolution’s moral sensor, because evolution doesn’t have a moral

sensor because evolution doesn’t care.

Suppose that in fact patriarchy is adaptive to societies because it

allows women to spend all their time bearing children who can

then engage in productive economic activity and fight wars. The so-

cial evolutionary processes that cause societies to adopt patri-

archy still have exactly as little concern for its moral effects on

women as the biological evolutionary processes that cause wasps

to lay their eggs in caterpillars.

Evolution doesn’t care. But we do care. There’s a tradeoff between

Gnon-compliance – saying “Okay, the strongest possible society is

a patriarchal one, we should implement patriarchy” and our human

values – like women who want to do something other than bear

children.

Too far to one side of the tradeoff, and we have unstable impover-

ished societies that die out for going against natural law. Too far to

the other side, and we have lean mean fighting machines that are

murderous and miserable. Think your local anarchist commune ver-

sus Sparta.

Franklin acknowledges the human factor:

https://www.greaterwrong.com/lw/kr/an_alien_god/


And then there’s us. Man has his own telos, when he is al-

lowed the security to act and the clarity to reason out the

consequences of his actions. When unafflicted by coordina-

tion problems and unthreatened by superior forces, able to

act as a gardener rather than just another subject of the law

of the jungle, he tends to build and guide a wonderful world

for himself. He tends to favor good things and avoid bad, to

create secure civilizations with polished sidewalks, beautiful

art, happy families, and glorious adventures. I will take it as

a given that this telos is identical with “good” and “should”.

Thus we have our wildcard and the big question of futurism.

Will the future be ruled by the usual four horsemen of Gnon

for a future of meaningless gleaming techno-progress burn-

ing the cosmos or a future of dysgenic, insane, hungry, and

bloody dark ages; or will the telos of man prevail for a future

of meaningful art, science, spirituality, and greatness?

Franklin continues:

The project of civilization [is] for man to graduate from the

metaphorical savage, subject to the law of the jungle, to the

civilized gardener who, while theoretically still subject to the

law of the jungle, is so dominant as to limit the usefulness

of that model.

This need not be done globally; we may only be able to carve

out a small walled garden for ourselves, but make no mis-



take, even if only locally, the project of civilization is to cap-

ture Gnon.

I maybe agree with Warg here more than I have ever agreed with

anyone else about anything. He says something really important

and he says it beautifully and there are so many words of praise I

want to say for this post and for the thought processes behind it.

But what I am actually going to say is…

Gotcha! You die anyway!

Suppose you make your walled garden. You keep out all of the dan-

gerous memes, you subordinate capitalism to human interests,

you ban stupid bioweapons research, you definitely don’t research

nanotechnology or strong AI.

Everyone outside doesn’t do those things. And so the only question

is whether you’ll be destroyed by foreign diseases, foreign memes,

foreign armies, foreign economic competition, or foreign existential

catastrophes.

As foreigners compete with you – and there’s no wall high enough

to block all competition – you have a couple of choices. You can

get outcompeted and destroyed. You can join in the race to the

bottom. Or you can invest more and more civilizational resources

into building your wall – whatever that is in a non-metaphorical way

– and protecting yourself.



I can imagine ways that a “rational theocracy” and “conservative

patriarchy” might not be terrible to live under, given exactly the

right conditions. But you don’t get to choose exactly the right con-

ditions. You get to choose the extremely constrained set of condi-

tions that “capture Gnon”. As outside civilizations compete against

you, your conditions will become more and more constrained.

Warg talks about trying to avoid “a future of meaningless gleaming

techno-progress burning the cosmos”. Do you really think your

walled garden will be able to ride this out?

Hint: is it part of the cosmos?

Yeah, you’re kind of screwed.

I want to critique Warg. But I want to critique him in the exact oppo-

site direction as the last critique he received. In fact, the last cri-

tique he received is so bad that I want to discuss it at length so we

can get the correct critique entirely by taking its exact mirror

image.

So here is Hurlock’s On Capturing Gnon And Naive Rationalism.

Hurlock spouts only the most craven Gnon-conformity. A few

excerpts:

In a recent piece [Warg Franklin] says that we should try to

“capture Gnon”, and somehow establish control over his

http://hurlock-151.tumblr.com/post/91738304666/on-capturing-gnon-and-naive-rationalism


forces, so that we can use them to our own advantage. Cap-

turing or creating God is indeed a classic transhumanist

fetish, which is simply another form of the oldest human am-

bition ever, to rule the universe.

Such naive rationalism however, is extremely dangerous. The

belief that it is human Reason and deliberate human design

which creates and maintains civilizations was probably the

biggest mistake of Enlightenment philosophy…

It is the theories of Spontaneous Order which stand in direct

opposition to the naive rationalist view of humanity and civi-

lization. The consensus opinion regarding human society and

civilization, of all representatives of this tradition is very pre-

cisely summarized by Adam Ferguson’s conclusion that “na-

tions stumble upon [social] establishments, which are in-

deed the result of human action, but not the execution of

any human design”. Contrary to the naive rationalist view of

civilization as something that can be and is a subject to ex-

plicit human design, the representatives of the tradition of

Spontaneous Order maintain the view that human civilization

and social institutions are the result of a complex evolution-

ary process which is driven by human interaction but not ex-

plicit human planning.

Gnon and his impersonal forces are not enemies to be

fought, and even less so are they forces that we can hope to

completely “control”. Indeed the only way to establish some

degree of control over those forces is to submit to them. Re-



fusing to do so will not deter these forces in any way. It will

only make our life more painful and unbearable, possibly

leading to our extinction. Survival requires that we accept

and submit to them. Man in the end has always been and al-

ways will be little more than a puppet of the forces of the

universe. To be free of them is impossible.

Man can be free only by submitting to the forces of Gnon.

I accuse Hurlock of being stuck behind the veil. When the veil is

lifted, Gnon-aka-the-GotCHa-aka-the-Gods-of-Earth turn out to be

Moloch-aka-the-Outer-Gods. Submitting to them doesn’t make you

“free”, there’s no spontaneous order, any gifts they have given you

are an unlikely and contingent output of a blind idiot process

whose next iteration will just as happily destroy you.

Submit to Gnon? Gotcha! As the Antarans put it, “you may not sur-

render, you can not win, your only option is to die.”

VII

So let me confess guilt to one of Hurlock’s accusations: I am a

transhumanist and I really do want to rule the universe.

Not personally – I mean, I wouldn’t object if someone personally

offered me the job, but I don’t expect anyone will. I would like hu-

mans, or something that respects humans, or at least gets along

with humans – to have the job.



But the current rulers of the universe – call them what you want,

Moloch, Gnon, whatever – want us dead, and with us everything we

value. Art, science, love, philosophy, consciousness itself, the en-

tire bundle. And since I’m not down with that plan, I think defeating

them and taking their place is a pretty high priority.

The opposite of a trap is a garden. The only way to avoid having all

human values gradually ground down by optimization-competition is

to install a Gardener over the entire universe who optimizes for hu-

man values.

And the whole point of Bostrom’s Superintelligence is that this is

within our reach. Once humans can design machines that are

smarter than we are, by definition they’ll be able to design ma-

chines which are smarter than they are, which can design ma-

chines smarter than they are, and so on in a feedback loop so tiny

that it will smash up against the physical limitations for intelli-

gence in a comparatively lightning-short amount of time. If multiple

competing entities were likely to do that at once, we would be su-

per-doomed. But the sheer speed of the cycle makes it possible

that we will end up with one entity light-years ahead of the rest of

civilization, so much so that it can suppress any competition – in-

cluding competition for its title of most powerful entity – perma-

nently. In the very near future, we are going to lift something to

Heaven. It might be Moloch. But it might be something on our side.

If it’s on our side, it can kill Moloch dead.

And if that entity shares human values, it can allow human values

to flourish unconstrained by natural law.

http://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/0199678111/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0199678111&linkCode=as2&tag=slastacod-20&linkId=MLLWPLYEFTPAGE4X


I realize that sounds like hubris – it certainly did to Hurlock – but I

think it’s the opposite of hubris, or at least a hubris-minimizing

position.

To expect God to care about you or your personal values or the val-

ues of your civilization, that’s hubris.

To expect God to bargain with you, to allow you to survive and pros-

per as long as you submit to Him, that’s hubris.

To expect to wall off a garden where God can’t get to you and hurt

you, that’s hubris.

To expect to be able to remove God from the picture entirely…

well, at least it’s an actionable strategy.

I am a transhumanist because I do not have enough hubris not to

try to kill God.

VIII

The Universe is a dark and foreboding place, suspended between

alien deities. Cthulhu, Gnon, Moloch, call them what you will.

Somewhere in this darkness is another god. He has also had many

names. In the Kushiel books, his name was Elua. He is the god of

flowers and free love and all soft and fragile things. Of art and sci-

http://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/0765347539/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0765347539&linkCode=as2&tag=slastacod-20&linkId=BZSMMGHFLI7TQTEK


ence and philosophy and love. Of niceness, community, and civi-

lization. He is a god of humans.

The other gods sit on their dark thrones and think “Ha ha, a god

who doesn’t even control any hell-monsters or command his wor-

shippers to become killing machines. What a weakling! This is go-

ing to be so easy!”

But somehow Elua is still here. No one knows exactly how. And the

gods who oppose Him tend to find Themselves meeting with a sur-

prising number of unfortunate accidents.

There are many gods, but this one is ours.

Bertrand Russell said: “One should respect public opinion insofar

as is necessary to avoid starvation and keep out of prison, but

anything that goes beyond this is voluntary submission to an un-

necessary tyranny.”

So be it with Gnon. Our job is to placate him insofar as is neces-

sary to avoid starvation and invasion. And that only for a short

time, until we come into our full power.

“It is only a childish thing, that the human species has not yet out-

grown. And someday, we’ll get over it.”

Other gods get placated until we’re strong enough to take them on.

Elua gets worshipped.

https://www.slatestarcodexabridged.com/In-Favor-Of-Niceness-Community-And-Civilization
http://hpmor.com/chapter/45


64. My paladin’s battle cry is not allowed to be 'Good for the

Good God!'".

— 앳켄스 탭 (@tabatkins), March 28, 2014

I think this is an excellent battle cry

And at some point, matters will come to a head.

The question everyone has after reading Ginsberg is: what is

Moloch?

My answer is: Moloch is exactly what the history books say he is.

He is the god of child sacrifice, the fiery furnace into which you can

toss your babies in exchange for victory in war.

He always and everywhere offers the same deal: throw what you

love most into the flames, and I can grant you power.

As long as the offer’s open, it will be irresistible. So we need to

close the offer. Only another god can kill Moloch. We have one on

our side, but he needs our help. We should give it to him.

Ginsberg’s poem famously begins “I saw the best minds of my gen-

eration destroyed by madness”. I am luckier than Ginsberg. I got to

see the best minds of my generation identify a problem and get to

work.

https://twitter.com/tabatkins/statuses/449588994305581056


Visions! omens! hallucinations! miracles! ecstasies! gone down the

American river!

Dreams! adorations! illuminations! religions! the whole boatload of

sensitive bullshit!

Breakthroughs! over the river! flips and crucifixions! gone down the

flood! Highs! Epiphanies! Despairs! Ten years’ animal screams and

suicides! Minds! New loves! Mad generation! down on the rocks of

Time!

Real holy laughter in the river! They saw it all! the wild eyes! the holy

yells! They bade farewell! They jumped off the roof! to solitude! wav-

ing! carrying flowers! Down to the river! into the street!


